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ABSTRACT

PSYCHODRAMA AS AN ADJUNCT TO lviARITAL COUNSELING
by
Melissa J. -witt
Master of Arts in Education,
Educational Psychology,
with Emphasis in Counseling and Gui-dance

Psychodrama has been used in a variety of therapeutic
situations-·· group therapy, formal psychodrama groups, conjoint
mar:ital and farnily therapy, and adapted for use in individual
therapy.
Psychodrarna, the formal method devised by J. L. Moreno,
uses role playing for the enactment of problem situations.
Confusion has resulted between psychodrama (which always
has role play in the middle stage) and role playing {which is often
used

in therapy,

such as the gestalt chair technique, and in itself

I

is not psychodrarna).
This study focuses on the use of psychodrama in marital or
couple's counseling.

A questionnaire was devised to assess how

I
I

I
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The questionnaire also asesses the use of role playing.

The hypothesis is that n10st tnarital counselors do not have a
formal training background in psychodrama but ·will have more
familiarity with role playing and thus will use it more in their
practices.
The questionnaire was mailed to 200 tnarriage counselors
selected from the Northwestern Section telephone directory yellow
pages.

Fifty-four questionnaires were returned.

The results of

the questionnaire showed that 1narital coLmselors use role playing
more frequently than psychodrar:na, and have more training in role
playing than psychodrama, but these results were not significant
according to t-tests.
Results of the questionnaire were questionable as the N was
small (N 54), and many subjects gave incom.plete or incomputable
answers.
Implied from the results are that many many counselors u.se
role playing but are not familiar with psychodrama.
More complete research needs to be done in this area, and
perhaps n1ore training programs could include psychodrama training to enable more counselors to use this method.
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Formal psychodrama as created by J. L. Moreno (1969),
has been used with a broad variety of problem situations; employment problems, family proble1ns, divorce, dating relationships,
and marital conflicts, to name a few.

Psychodrama has been

utilized in other situations besides the ongoing formal psychodrama
group.

It has been integrated into therapeutic situations such as

group therapy, fatnily therapy, and adapted for use in individual and
conjoint therapy sessions.
The focus of this paper is an exploration of psychodrama as a
technique for marital counseling.

Marital counseling, and the

counseling of COLlples in general, can be done with various strLlctures.
The counseling may be conjoint, with both partners present at
all sessions; individual with both partners seeing the therapist at
separate tlines to work on their conflicts; in couples groups; or a
combination of the above.

A counselor may also deal with marital

problems through one partner coming to counseling to work on the
problems and the other partner either not in therapy at all or in

I

·I

therapy elsewhere.
Psychodrama has been used to explore a wide range of relationship problems with couples.

Among these topics are:

sexual

problems, interference in the relationship from in-laws and other
relatives, divorce, whether to rna rry or not, conflicts over money,
and other differences in life-style.
Psychodrama is much more likely to involve its participantj

-~~t-~~~~-- i~--:~~~:-~-~~ _t:--~-~~~--~~he~-~e~~:ds =~~ch talk~bou-~~~
1

2

problem" at an intellectuallevel without giving rise to much emo-·
tion.

For the

protagonist~<

the playing oJ self, and through role-

reversal, the playing of the mate in interaction, will provide a concrete pres entation of how one perceives self, the mate, and the
situation.

As the other mate in role-reversal, the protagonist will

have the unique opportunity of "trying on the other's shoes", giving
himself or herself a view of what it is like to be the other, and how
he or she, the protagonist, looks horn the other's point of view.
A no the r advantage is that the situational forces causing friction in
the relationship, such as an interfering rnother-in-law, can be
brought into the role play of the session, with much more impact
than n1.erely talking aboLtt the rnother-in-law \vould have.

The shar-

ing of the group is another irnportant benefit of psychodrama as
others share feelings and experiences, making the protagonist feel
that he/she is not alone in his /her problerns.

The protagonist is

·given the opportunity to hear many different ways of handling situations through the group's sharing of e~q)erienc es. and might chaos e
to model son1.e of his or her actions after another in the group.

In

the group, one is able to watch many situations role played and rnay
find much to identify with his or her own situation and behavior.
Most of the sessions I have seen dealing with marital problems have taken place with only one member of the couple present.

*The definition of this and other terms used in psychodrama
will be found in the Appendix.

!
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With the significant other not present, a protagonist may feel freer

I

to present his /her perceptions and situation without the fear of recriminations or challenges from the partner.

The protagonist, in

turn, would be able to share the session and its insights to the part-

I
J

I

ner as he/she chose.

On the other hand, the presence of the partner!

in the session (if neither holds back because of the other's presence}
could xnake for a much stronger presentation as the role-reversals
and portrayals would have immediate impact on both p<trtners.
With the significant other in the group looking on as the protagonist presents the situation, the significant other would have the
unique experience of watching his /her mate present both from the
protagonist's frame of reference and could watch the scene of interaction from a more objective viewpoint.

The sharing period, listen-

ing to others' similar experiences would have a much greater impact with both members present.

All of the sessions I have directed

have had only one n1ember of the couple present.
different situations presented in their sessions.

There were r.nany
One involved a

wife trying to convince her husband, who had left her, to return, but
who was unwilling in the session to change any of her eccentric
habits in order to please him.

This ended in an impasse.

Another

involved a woman's re-enactment of her engagement with the person
who il?- reality became her ex-husband.

In the session, however,

she decided to be assertive and refuse to marry hhn, stating that
the real reason she had married him was to please her mother.

She

then discovered her fear of being alone and of being independent as
i

covert reasons for having married him.

j
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In psychodrama the protagonist can chaos e to end the relationship and explore what that would bring, try out new behaviors with
the mate, re-enact old situations for new insights, and explore alternatives.

Basically there are four ways in which psychodrama

can affect the problems of marrieds (and other couples--gay, boyfriend-girlfriend, "living together'', etc. ) :
a)

both members can participate in the action of the session.

b)

one member is present, the other is played by an auxiliary ego.

c)

both members are present, but one is in the action of the
session, the other observes from the group and is represented in the scene by an auxiliary ego.

d)

one or both are present in the group, and gain -insight into
their relationship through identifying with other group
members' sessions and through the sharing of experience
and feelings with the group.

In the literature are many examples of various ways psychodrama can be used in dealing with couples' relationships.

Jacobsen

and Mann (1962) report on using psychodrama \Vith families, but
limiting the sessions to husband and wife if the marriage is estimated as the source or site of the primary conflict.
examp~e

of a couple, Mary and Carl.

They give an

They report much improve-

ment of the relationship after psychodi·arna sessions with both present, making use of considerable role reversals in which each could
sharpen his or her perceptions of the other's feelings and perceptions of the situation, and gain insight into problems with a
---"-" --"" ________
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in-law.
Long (196:6} found that with· hospitalized patients, the protago-

nists presented problems of faulty concepts of husband and wife I
:::e:~o::: :h::::::~:::::da:; tf::=n:: :,:::~n :': f:::::s~a:nd
1

tients gained in insights into their relationships, and through cathar-1
si~.

in the psychodrama sessions, but that the patients• spouses, who

were not present at the -sessions, were resistant to changes in the
patients, and were often in greater need of help than their spouses.
Long felt that the sessions might be improved by making the
spouses' presence at the sessions mandatory.
Starr (1959} repo:rts having worked with a family whose compla;int s were originally about a six year old son.

It soon becarne

apparent, however 1 that their complaints about hin1 were merely a
sympt01n of their greater problems with each other.

She reports

that there was Inll'ch improver:h.ent after role plays first with all of
the family present, including the child in order to clarify the marital conflict, then, with the mother alone and later the husband being
brought in when the therapist thought it was "safe".

Starr states

that i't is a primary function of the director to decide whether to use
the actual person or an auxiliary in a psychodrama, but did not discuss what the considerations are in doing so, or how one determines!
i

who the "primary p.rotagonist" of the family is, a tenn she used to

I
i

describe the dominant mother in the case presented.
Butts {1965) reports on sessions he conducted with theological
.
i
II

student~~-a::_~-~-~-~~-~:-~~-~---~~--~~:~-~~e~~~~:_~ssi~ns_wit~- those

of_j

6
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prison inmates that he directed.
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I

The sessions were conducted with

both husbands and wives present, planned by the wives as a part of
activities of a club of the theological school.

I
1

He found the prison in-:

mates were more open to work on their problems, less intellectual

I

and more able to deal with feelings, with the inmates freer in ex-

I

l

posing marital conflict.
It seems odd to me to compare such extremely different
groups as prison inmates and ministerial students.

The difference

could be inh-erent in the differences in theological school and prison
lifestyles, or becau$e the imnates 1 wives were not present at the
sessions.
It would be more valid to compare psychodrama done with a

general population with on_e member of the couple present in the
group, as cotnpared to sessions done with both partners present.
The ministerial students and their wives reported improved communication and sexual relations, and had an increased interest in
attending individual therapy.
Butts found a1nong these students more reluctance to discuss
their sexual problems in the group than in individual counseling,
which suggests that they held back because of either being in a group,,

I

or their wives' presence, or both.
M.iller (1965) reports using

"psychodiv~nce",

a psychodra-

matic divorce, as a technique for exploring feelin_gs and trying on·
new ways of life before, during, or after divorce.

The author did

..,
I
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J. L. Moreno (1966) conducted a session in Paris for the
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scenes, the couple som.etimes played themselves, while the husband
through several scenes was an onlooker and was represented by an
auxiliary ego.

Significant others suspected by the director,

Moreno, of affecting the marriage were brought into the session by
the use of auxiliaries.

The couple's cultural conflicts were also

enacted.
Haskell {1967). writes of psychodrarna as a method of dealing
An illustration

I

in the boGk is a session with a woman named Helen concerning her

I

dat~ng

I

with pre-marital, rnarital, and divorce problems.

relationships.

In the session presented, Helen explores her

_

relationship with her boyfriend Tom, who "jilted" her, and a former 1i
boyfriend~ Sam, who was married and refused to leave his wife and

family.

j

Various scenes were enacted; the breakup with Sarn, the

meeting of Tom, the proposal of Tom and the desertion by Tom.
Through the scenes the protagonist explored feelings of loneliness,
security needs, feelings of betrayal and suicidal thoughts.

The two

boyfriends were not present in the group and were played by auxiliary egos, and by the protagonist, Helen, through role-reversal.
Yablonsky in his recent book Psychodr_ama (1976), writes
about a session of an engaged couple at the Moren_o Institute in

I
I
I

I

Beacon, New York, directed by J. L. Moreno in which a young

f

woman enacted several scenes as a "marriage pretest", while ; J e r
fiance looked on from the group.
---- ---------

-----

---~---

The fiance was brou.ght up on the

------------------------------------
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stage later to join the discussionphase of the session.

In another

session that Yablonsky describes·, a protagonist "tried on'' divorce,
related her marital problem.s to her relationship with her parents
through the use of auxiliaries, and was instructed by. the director,
Yablonsky, to share fully the session with her husband when she
returned hom e.
Examples of sexual relationships enacted psychodramatically
are numerous in Psychodrama.

In one session Yablonsky presented

in the book, the protagonist's mother was a prime factor in a sexual
problem.

The wife of the protagonist was not present in the group

and was represented by an auxiliary.

Another example cited in the

book of a sexual problem between husband and wife was enacted
psychodramatically.

It involved the husband role playing the prob-

lem with an auxiliary wife while the real wife observed fr01n the
group.

She comm.ented on the session from the group, and they

subsequently had several more sessions.
Psychodrama can be adapted for use by marriage counselors
in

forn~s

of therapy other than the ongoing, formal psychodrama-

only groups.

Virginia Satir {1967, ppg. 183-187) writes of using

role playing to act out "simulated family'' games in which she
structures various simulated situations and also for acting out
"family systems'' in which the family members explore their own
and different ways of communicating.

The actual process for this

role playing, however, is not explained in sufficient detail to determine if the role playing is done with the formal Moreno psychodrama
1 structure.
l...·----·------····-----·------------·----·--··-·--·-·-·-------·----------
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A therapist may use many methods in therapy such as gestalt,

t. a. , and others, and augment the sessions with an occasional
psychodrama when it seems useful to have the client act out a situation rather than talk about it.

The therapist can set aside a portion

of the room to be the "stage" area for the role playing sequence.
Typically the warm up phase of psychodrama may be the client's
discussion of a problem whlch led to the therapist's decision to intraduce a psychodrarna into the session.

The other clients in the

group, or a co-therapist may serve as auxiliary egos.
In the case of conjoint therapy, the use of psychodrama is
more limited.

An empty chair can serve as a "significant other'' in

which the protagonist will project onto the chair responses.
This technique, called the "auxiliary chair technique'',
{Haskell, 1967) is also used quite often in gestalt therapy.

The

couple may also explore problems psychodramatically in conjoint
therapy by playing themselves in a role play and rever sing roles in
the session at one or several points to gain new insights and perspectives.
Dyer and Vriend (1973) describe ways 1n which psychodrama
can be incorporated into group therapy.

They emphasize that to

make psychodrama a useful tool for groups, to properly choose
,

scene~,

protagonists, and auxiliary egos, "requires a skilled and

competent group counselor trained and experienced in group psychodrama tic tee hnology".
In the article they also describe use of psychodrama in one-to-one counseling, where the counselor can assume the role of the
L ------------------------ ------------------------------------------------------------1
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client, and the client can play "the significant other_".

The article

.does not describe·, however, the use of these psychodrama tic techniques with couples.
In individual therapy, with just the therapist and client present, psychodrama is even more lil:nited, but some good efects can
be achieved through use of the ''auxiliary chair" technique, with role
reversals, or even with the therapist playing the· role of a significant
other.

Yablonsky suggests that therapists using psychodrama with

the single clie:nt take care when the therapist plays an auxiliary ego.
He recom.mends placing the chairs in a special arrangement for the
role play' designating the chair that will be returned to by the thera-.
pist when ·the role play ends and the therapist resumes his /her real
ide11tity.

The purpose of this is to avoid any confusion between com-

ments made by the therapist as the auxiliary character, and comments made by the therapist as therapist.
Psychodrama, whether used in the formal group or adapted
for use in group, conjoint, or individual therapy, is different from
mere role playing.

Role playing is widely used in gestalt and other

therapies but is a much looser term, and may be very unstructured
and lacking in some of the basic elements of psychodrama, such as
a director, a setting apart of a stage area, the use of auxiliary egos,
and the exploration of a problem situation thr_ough an enactment of
that situation.

The middle phase of psychod:t'ama,_ however, is role

playing, which leads to much confusion as to the difference between
a psychodrama and role playing, I>articularly since many use the
· two terms interchangeably.

.
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. can be used in marital or couples counseling and some uses of psychodrama with couples, as reported in the literature.
ture, however, is· sparse.

The litera-

No research was found which dealt spe-

cifically and in depth with the use of psychodrama in marital counseling.
Many articles have dealt with situations or problem.s encountered in marriage counseling.

An article by Kennedy (1976) de-

scribes marital counseling with alcoholics and spouses.

The author

I

states a need for obs·erving couples in interaction as a means for
understanding the nature of the relationship problem.
ation was·constructed to view couples' interactions.
"th~

A game situIn this game,

tax game", the couples bargained with play money.

Kennedy

found alcoholic couples to be more rigid and with more distorted
communication than normal couples.

A psychodramatic enactment

with such couples could be used for gathering infonnation of a
couple's interaction, but is not considered in this article.
Samouilidis (1975) explores attitudes of married COLtples
which effect the marital relationship.
explored are:

Some of the types of attitudes

attitudes initiating the entrance into marriage such as

"falling in love" or "it's about time''; attitudes derived from parents'
marital behavior; and dominance-dependency.
patterns such as direct or indirect are also

Communication

explo~ed.

Some goals

for marital partners in counseling presented are to improve communication through listening, sharing and free expression of feel-

II.

12

He does not explore

m~~~:~:-~~~t

could be

~:~-~-~~--::;~:~-:-------l

.these areas, other than psychoanalysis, but the above mentioned

I

areas are easily adaptable to the psychodramatic method.
Glenn (1975) studies middle aged couples' reports of marital
happiness.

Glenn found that marital couples in middle age with

children living away from horne reported greater happiness than
those couples with children still living at hom_e, and that higher income women reported greater happiness than low income women.
Relationships with children in the home could be explored psychodramatically in marital counseling.
Vincent, Weiss, and Birchler (i 975) c01npared the problem
, solving behavior of distressed and non-distressed married couples.
The. authors found examination of marital interaction of the couple
to be more instrumental than dealing with each as individuals.

Also

discus sed in the article was a need to examine the couples 1 interactions in a naturalistic setting.

The distressed couples were found to

I

I
I
suggests!

emit more negative, maladaptive problern solving behaviors than
positive, constructive problem solving behavior.

The study

that marital counselors should train the couple to interact in a
mutually reinforcing manner, training the couples to reinforce positive behavior in each other and ignore the negative.

A marital

II

I

i

I
iI
I

counselor using these behavioristic techniques could use psychodra-

I

rna, with the couples enacting situations in which they could try out

I

and practice new behavior under the direction of the therapist.

I

No data were. found for success rates or effectiveness rating
for the use of psychodrama in marital counseling, and·no data com~-------------------~----·---·--------·-·--------=-------·--~------~--------

i

I

I
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paring psychodrarna with other modes of therapy for effectiveness.
Therefore, this paper's focus is to explore the use of psycho-

1

I

drama as an adjunct to marital or couples' counseling, and to obtain

II

some data as to the frequency and scope of marital counselors' use

I
of psychodrama.
For the purposes of this study, psychodrama shall be defined
as 9- method as defined by J. L. Moreno (1969}, with three phases:
a warm up, the action or role playing phase, and the post-action
discussion; and five basic elements: a director, a protagonist,
auxiliary egos, and a group.

{In some cases however, such as 1n

conjoint therapy and individual therapy, psychodrama may be used
retaining all of the elements except the group.)·Role playing for this study is defined as any acting-out of
roles in therapy, and while it is the middle phase of psychodrama,
it is often used without the formal psychodrama structure, and does
not in itself have all the elements of psychodrama.
Marit-al Counseling for this study is defined as the counseling
in conjoint, group, or individual sessions, of those in marital conflict, and can be expanded to include couples living together, both
heterosexual and homosexual.
For this study, marital counselors. are defined as any licensed
professional who· counsels those in marital conflict and includes
licensed marriage and family counselors, lie ens ed clinica-l psychologists, psychiatrists, and licensed clinical social workers._
The

~ypothesis

of this study is that most marital counselors

~~-~-e- ~~~tle:~--~~-~~~in::_~~

i

I

i

I
1
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have more training and familiarity with role piaying, and therefore

I

are unable to enhance their therapy with couples through the use of
psychodrama.
Method
Subjects
·The subjects were 200 men and women who are licesned
counselors.

The breakdown of their education and licen9es is as

follows:
a.

licensed marriage and family counselors (M. F. C. license):

68

b.

licensed PhD. clinical psychologists: 50

c..

licensed clinical social workers, MSWs:

d.

EdD. clinical psychologists:

e...

psychiatrists:

1

f.

undetermined:

49

g.

other~

25

5

2

The subjects were selected from the March 1976 Pacific
Telephone Yellow Pages directory, under the heading of "marriage
and family counselorsn.

All of the individually listed counselors

I
I

{N.::;..I52) were used in the sample, and the remaining 48 subjects were!
selected from seven institutes in the directory.

.

..

was primarily the San Fernando Valley, but ranged from Thousand
Oaks to Beverly Hills and Los Angeles.

Materials

iI

The geographic area;

I
I

15

tionnaire was not individually identifiable.
to assure the professional that no one, including the reader of the
questionnaires, would be able to judge a particular individuaP s
. , answers.

It was hoped that the professional would feel free to admit

to little or no training or expertise in the area of psychodrama.
The questionnaire was devised to ascertain how psychodrama
is presently being used by marital counselors.

The information

sought was rnainly to see whether the counselors were using psychodrama at all in their practices with marital counseling, whether they
ran formal psychodrama groups, or referred clients to such groups
if they did not run their own.
The questionnaire also surveyed the use of role playing tech-·
niques.

This was included as many people confuse the use of formal

1

I

I
I

psychodrama with the rnore commonly used simple role playing, and

I

to see if role playing is widely used by those with little or no train-

I

ing in psychodrama.
The beginning of the first page of the questionnaire contains

I

definitions of psychodrama and role playing in order to enable the
counselor to establish which he/she employs in therapy in terms of
answering the questions presented in the questionnaire .
. Information to be gained from the questionnaire:
a.

frequency of the use of psychodrama and role playing

b.

the use of psychodrama versus the use of role playing

I
i

16
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which psychodrama or role playing ar_e applied

e.

frequency of referrals to formal psychodrama groups

.

f.

willingness to refer clients to formal psychodrama grot1ps

1

in the future
g.

effectiveness of referrals

h.

amount of training in psychodratna

i.

attitude towards further training

j.

evaluation of ps,ychodrama as an auxiliary technique to
marital counseling

There were nine questions on the que stionna~re, with an additional space {{flO) for open-ended comm.ents.

The questions were

multiple choices, including a space marked "other, fill in" to avoid
forced-choice answers which might not reflect the true answer th-e
subject may want to giye.

Also included was a rating question (#3

b.) in which the subject rated the effectiveness of psychodrama and
role playing with respect to certain listed pro.blern areas.

The one-

. to-ten scale was thought preferable in this case to a sim.ple yes or
no answer or to an entirely open-ended question which might seem
too demanding to answer.

Space was marked to allow for additional

comments as on the other questions.

Care was taken to make the

questions simple and short so that the busy professional would not
regard the questionnaire as too time-consuming to answer.

Results
Resp_onses to the Questionnaire

Of

t~e

200 questionnaires mailed, 54 were returned com-
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pleted.
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Six returned blank questionnaires and the cover letters with

a reply stating, ''I do not use psychodrama".

Seven letters were

"returned to sender" as the counselor had moved with no forwarding.
Of the completed questionnaires, many skipped questions, or answered the questions in a non-computable way, such as putting a
check mark (v) in columns asking for numbers of hours in classes
or seminars, which may affect the accuracy of the numerical cmnputations of such questions.

Use of Psychodrama and Role Playing in Counseling
20. 37o/o of the subjects use psychodrama with couples in conjoint sessions, as opposed to the use of role playing, which 68. SO%
of the subjects replied that they use with couples in conjoint sessions.

12. 96o/o of the subjects replied that they use psychodrama

with individual rnarriage counseling sessions (partners seen separately} as compared to 70. 35o/o .of the subjects using role playing with
individual marriage counseling sessions.
11. 11% of the subjects use psychodrama in couples groups, as
opposed to 29. 63% with role playing.
and

psyc:hodran~a

A comparison of role playing

with other counseling situations can be found on

.Use of Roleplaying and Psychodrama with
Various Types of Client Problems
11. 11% of the subjects replied that they use psychodrama with
marital problems where the client is seen alone, and 16. 67% with

18
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of the subjects use of role playing with marital problems with the

'.

J

client being seen .alone, and the same percentage (61. lOo/o) using
role playing with clients to explore marital problems in conjoint
therapy.

3. 70o/o of the subjects report use of psychodrama to deal

with divorce problems, as compared to 31. 48o/o o:f the subjects reporting use of role playing with divorce problems.

For use of psy-

chodrama as compared to role playing with other problem situations,

Frequency of Use for Psychodrama and Role Playing
5. 56o/o of the s~bjects replied that they use psychodrama once
a month or more, as compared to 44. 44% of the subjects using role
playing once a month or more.

11. llo/o of the subjects use psycho-

dratna several times a year, while 31.48% report use of role playing several times a year.

12. 96% of the subjects use psychodrama

seldom {less than several times a year), while 12.96% of the subjects use role playing seldom.

16. 67% of the subjects report never

using psychodrama, as compar.ed to 5. 56% of the subjects reporting
never using role playing.
29 S' s or 53. 70o/o of the sample gave no reply as to the frequency of use for psychodrama, while only 5. 56o/o or 3 S 1 s gave·no
.reply to the frequency of use for role playing.
Referrals to Formal Psychodra1na Gro.ups

9. 26% of the subjects have referred clients to formal psychodrama groups, while 90. 70o/o replied that they have not made such a
referral.

Two of the subjects reported referriU:g ten or more clients

I
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to a fonnal psychodrama group, while the other. three reported reI
i

ferrir{g between 5 to 10 clients.

All five subjects referring clients

to formal psychodrama groups replied that the referrals were

I

use~

In response to question #6, if the subjects would refer clients
to formal psychodrama. groups if such a group were available,
20. 37o/o replied "yes'', 4.0. 74o/o replied "no", while 40. 74% replied
''maybe'r..

Benefits or Negative Aspects of a Referral to
Forrnal Psychodrama Groups
25. 93% of the subjects checked that psychodrama "would
loosen up the clientstl, •12. 59% checked "would bring new insights",
42. 59% checked "would allow for an action exploration of prob:· lems", and 35. 19% checked "would allow them to relate to others
in a similar situation11•
3. 70o/o responded to the item "would have no effect on therapy";
16. 67% checked the item "would split the transfe~ence", and 3
subjects (5. 56%} checked the item "would be destructive to clients" .
.Amount of Training in Psychodrama and Roleplaying
In every category (classes, seminars, and workshops) in both
psychodrama and role playing, the majorit-y of S' s had 0 h<_)Urs of
training.

The mean scores for the categories, therefore, are low.

For psychodrarna, the mean scores are as follows:
i

l__

classes, 12.5

hours; workshops, 8. 40 hours; semina.rs, 8. 66 hours; and-readings,

--~ ------ ---------· --··

---·-- -----------

I

I.
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11. 75 articles or books.
A test was used to compare· the amount of training in psycho-

'

drama v. s. the amount a·£ training in role playing for the sample
group.

I

At-test was run for each of the following training areas:

1

. Number of hours of classes in psychodrama compared to

J

number of hours of classes in role playing (t=l. 26), number of hours

1

of workshops in psychodrama compared to workshop hours in role

1
1

playing (t=-. 957), se1ninar hours in psychodrama compared to semi-

I
I

nar hours in role playing {t-.::::. 761), and number of articles or books
read on psychodrama compared to number of books or articles
about role playing read (t::o1. 58).

A t..:score was computed for the total training hours (seminar,
clafis a.nd workshop hours combined) for psychodrama compared to
role playing, yielding a t- score of 1. 74 which is non- significant,
but larger than any of the above separate categories.

All scores

were non- significant but were iri the hypothesized direction.

Attitude Towards Further Training in Psychodrama
25. 93% of the questionnaire respondents indicated a
further training in psychodrama (£=14).

I
desire for ·I

19 respondents (35. 19o/o}

replied that they have interest in using psychodrama in therapy.
· 7 subjects (12. 96o/o) indicated a desire to renew psychodramatic
skills, while 14. 81% indicated wanting to take a theoretical course
in psychodrama.

18 S' s {33. 33%) replied that they would like to

attend some workshops.

One S indicated not knowing anything about I

ps yc hodrama,one S (1~8:o)i::icated-:aving ne=~s-e en psycho-

J
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drama used, while six S' s (11. 11 %) responded that they don't want to
1.

use the technique~

Nine respondents (16. 67%) marked that they

know enough already about psychodrama.

11. 11% (6 S' s) replied

that they don't need psychodrama training; while ten S' s (18. 52%)
replied that they are not interested in psychodrama training.

One

S marked the iteni "1 feel psychodrama is counterproductive".

Anecdotal Responses
After each question space was provided for subjective comn1.ents.

The comments about psychodrama as a technique show

varying beliefs and attitudes towards the method.
Three subjects indicated being quite involved with psychodrama and positive about its use.

One is a certified director of psy-

chodrama and uses it as the primary n1.ethod of therapy, another is
training -w:].th a psychodrama director, and a third replied that she
is very interested in becoming a director of psychodrama and is
seeking training.
Some fears of the use of psychodrama were evident in some
of the comments.

Five S' s made comments to the effect that re-

ferral of clients to a formal psychodrama group would split the
transference, or that it would be confusing to the clients to have
-two therapists and two modes of therapy at the same time.

Other

fears of psychodrama evident in the comments are: that "instant
insight" would occur rather than "slow change from within"; that
situations with intense feelings, such as anger and hurt in divorce
y:.rould be difficult to role_play; and -that only very sophisticated eli------·-- ---- - -- -·-----· ------------· ----------·----------------------------------
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ents could benefit from psychodrama.

One S comm_ented that a suc-

.cessful psychodrama director must be a very dramatic person, and
the S indicated being uncomfortable with "being dramatic".

Table 1
Use of psychodrama and r.ole playing in various counseling situations,
psychodrama
situation

role

~lal':inG

freg,uencl': {f)

o/o

f

!!

conjoint with couples

11

20.37

37

68.5()

individual marriage counseling sessions

1

1?.. 96

38

70.35

formal psychodrama groups

z

3.70

group therapy

12

zz.zz

31

57.40

couples groups

6

11.11

16

i9. 63

family groups

4

7.40

17

31.48

1. 85

Table 2
Frequency of.use !or psycho<lraina and role playing.
!rcquencl': of use

~odra~

role Ela:~:ina

(f)

r.·

(f)

o/.

frequently (<>nee a tno. or more)

3

5.56

24

44.44

sornetimes {several times a year)

6

11.11

17

31.48

seldom {less than above)

1

1Z. 96

1

1Z. 96

never

9

16.67

3

5.56

29

53.70

3

5.56

non-reply to question

23

24

'fabl., 3
Use of psychodrama and rol<! playing with various problem situations.
situation

rsrchodrama

role

~larin!.\

(f)

o/o

marital problems, client seen
alone

*6

*11. 11

*33

*61. 10

marital problems, conjoint

*9

*16. 67

*33

*61. 10

family problems

7

12.96

30

55,55

work problems

5

9.26

25

46,30

childhood (past) conflicts

6

11. 11

17

31.48

self-conflicts

4

7.40

19

35.19

dream work

2

3.70

14

25.93

.divorce

z

3.70

17

31.48

dcuth

z

3. 70

16

2.9.63

suicide

1

1. 85

9

16.67

future projections

z

3. 70

15

27.78

modeling of behavior

5

9. 26.

2.1

38.39

%

(f)

_r,..•.

~:

Table 4
Ratings of effectiveness o! paychodran1a and role playing in viirioua·problem situations.
grob1em

ratings
~odrama

(£) frequency

role

~ying

(m) mean.

(f)

(7)

5.92

(31)

8. 16

(10}

6.20

(32.)

7. 23

family problems

(7)

6. 85

(2.6)

7 •. 73

work problen1s

(5)

8. 60

(2.3)

8. 17

childhood (past} conflicts

(8)

6. 50

(16)

7. 62.

self-conflicts

(6)

6. 33

(19)

7. 42

dream work

(3)

s. 67

(11)

7.36

divorce

(2)

9.00

(14)

8.29

death

(3)

7. 33

(17)

7. 41

suicide

(1)

10.00

(8)

6. 75

future projections

(2)

8.00

(14)

7. 25

(4)

9.·oo

(17)

8. 18

marital problems client seen
alone
marital problems, conjoint

•j

modeling of behiivior

(m)

25

Table 5
Amount of training in psychodran<a and role playing.
N•54
fSlchodrama
classes
0 hrs.
(Y) ,. no nurnber
specified
1-5 hrs.
6-10 hrs.
11-19 hrs.
20 or more brs.

role

(f)

%

30

55.55

7

12.96
12.96
1. 85
1. 85
14.81

7
1
1
8

workshops
0 hrs.
{y'), no nwnbe:r.
specified
1-.S hrs.
6-10 hrs.
11-19 hrs~
zo· or more hrs.

36

66.65

5

9. 26
11. 11
11.11

6
6
0
1

1. 85

1-5
6.-1.0
. 11-19
20 or more

r.

23

42.59

10
6

18.52

3
2
10

5. 56
3. 70
13.52

27

50.00

11

20.37
9.26
5. 5€>

11. 11

0 hrs.
(v'), no number
specified
1-5 hrs.
6-10 hrs.
11-19 hrs.
20 or rnore hrs.

5
3
0
2

3. 70

seminars
Z6

48. 15

3

5.56
14.81
16.67
5.56
9.26

8
9
3

5

readings ·
0 articles or
books
(¥)• no number
specified

0 brs.
(Y}, no number
specified
1-5 hrs.
6-10 hrs.
11-19 hrs.
20 or more hrs.

{f)

workshoos

S"eminars
0 hrs.
{y') ,. no nu..Tl\ber
specified
1-5 hrs.
6-10· hrs.
11-19 hrs.
20 O·r more hrs.

classes

plalin~

0 hrs.
(v), no nt.;rr.ber
specified
1-5 hrs.
6-10 hrs.
11-19 hrs. ·
20 or more hrs.

36

£>6.65

8
4
4
0
3

14.81
7.40
7.40

26

4.8. 15

3
8
9
3
5

5. 56
14.81
16.67
5.56
9.

5.56

readings
32

59.25

z.

3. 70
18.52
9. 26
1. 85
7. 40

10
5
1
4

0 a rticlea or
books
(y), no number
specified
1-5
6-10
11-19
20 or more

u.

Discussion
The responses to the questionnaire (N=-54) yield too little data
to make many generalizations about how marriage counselors use
psychodrama.
Although the results of the t-tests were not significant, it can
be not.ed that in all phases of training--classes, workshops, seminars and

readings~

the subjects had more trainii?-g in role playing

than in psychodrama, po.ssibly indicating that role playing is more
commonly used and available in the community.

The subjects used

role playing with couples in marriage counseling more frequently
than psychodrama in marriage counseling.
C"omments indicated that counselors may not refer clients to
formal psychodrama groups for fear of splitting the transference.
Also indicated are possible myths that one must be· a very dramatic
person to' use psychodrama, that clients must be very sophisticated
to benefit from psychodrama, and that deep feelings arising from
sessions will be difficult to deal with.
Further research needs to be done with larger samples to
explore methods for using psychodrama with couples, prevalence of
use of

ps~chodrama~

and exposure of clients to psychodrama.

Also,

the exploration of beliefs about psychodran1a and re.al drawbacks of
the metho.d need to be explored through further research.
The sample of this study, though too small to generalize to the
population of marriage counselors, indicates that many marriage
counselors may not have had exposure or training in psychodrama,

I

' but have had more exposure to role playing, and with exposure and

l_···-·----·-·--·---···- ··-·-· ···---·--·-··--· ·--··----·-·-···---.-·-·-.·-·--·----··-----------26
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training may be able to integrate psychodramatic techniques to more
fully and formally use role playing in their practices.

I

--- - - - - - - - - - - - - -·- - - - - - -------------l
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Appendix A

DEFINITIONS OF PSYCHODRAMATIC TERMS
Psychodrama, as used by Moreno (1969), has three distinct
phases which the director employs:

1) the warm-up, 2) the action

role-play, and 3) the discussion or sharing period.

Or

I

In the warm up,

the director discusses with an individual or the group in general a
topic (such as the .','magic shop" exercise, in which the group will go
to a ''magic store 11 to trade a quality they are willing to give up in
exchange for a quality they greatly desire).

I

The purpose of the wa1

up is to get the group interested and involved and to culminate in the ·
choosing of a protagonist (subject for the session) by the director.
The actio!: phase is when the chosen protagonist role-plays a
given problem.

In the beginning of the action phase, the director wil]

interview the protagonist briefly about the problem chosen.
The protagonist will usually be asked to set the stage by describing a place where the problem situation occurred and perhaps
moving the props to fit the described scene.

Then the director will

pick the auxiliary egos (the significant others) for the scene and a
double for the protagonist.

(This may be done by the director or

he may ask the protagonist to pick the auxiliary egos. ) The director
will now start the role play which is an acting out of a previous experience, an anticipated future experience, a dream, or a symbolic
fantasy .•
The director can introduce new characters, change the scene,
have the protagonist switch places with an auxiliary ego (role reversa!).

29
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The director may have a hypotlies1s or "hunch'' about the
direction of the session's action or may just go with the action without any idea where the session will go.

The style of the individual

' director will dictate much of how the method is used.

The director

may be supportive or confronting, authoritarian or leaving most of
the action up to the auxiliary egos and protagonist, depending on how
he sets up the action and what direction he chooses for the session,
among other things.

The action stage will end when the director

chooses, and he will thank the auxiliary egos and protagonist and
usually ask all but th.e protagonist to return to their seats in the
audience group.
This starts the discussion phase, or sharing period.

The

director will usually ask tJ:le protagonist how she /he is feeling, and
discuss the protagonist's impressions and feelings about the session.
This is followed by sharing from those who participated- in the
session, and the group in general.

Advice to the protagonist and

analysis of the session or characters is not allowed in the sharing
period, but rather the sharing is to be the group members' own past
or present experiences and feelings of which the protagonist's session reminded them.

Often the protagonist will feel supported by

others' revelations of similar problems and feelings.

After the sharing period, the director might offer some analysis of the situation presented.

This completl'OS the third phase.

Techniques Used In Psychodrama
The major

I

---

-~-~---------·

te~hniques
----

--·--

used in psychodrama are:

J

--- ------------·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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1) Role reversal
2)

Soliloquy ·

3)

Empty chair

4)

Double

. 5) Mirror image
In role reversal, the protagonist and an auxiliary ego will
switch roles and switch chairs.

As long as the protagonist is in the

auxiliary ego's role, he /she will remain in that seat.

When the

roles are again reversed, the two will go back to their original
roles and seats.

In .this method, a protagonist describing her father

can become the father through role reversal (and the auxiliary ego
playing the father will become the protagonist's role), until the
dir~ctor

asks them to switch back, then they will trade seats and re-,

sume their original roles.

Role reversal allows the protagonist to

feel what it is like to be the auxiliary ego role, to view him /herself
from another perspective, and to give the auxiliary ego, director
and group a better idea what the

11

significant other_" is like.

Soliloquy is a technique where the director asks the protagonist (as self or an auxiliary role) to soliloquize feelings or thoughts,
that is, to speak aloud thoughts as if thinking to oneself.

This tech-

nique allows the protagonist to freely express thoughts that might
not fit into the actual role play, or to expres_s feelings before or
after a role play with auxiliaries.

An example would be a protago-

nist soliloquizing feelings about visiting a long-lost parent, immediately before role playing the scene.
Similarly, after enacting a scene, such as an ar.guement be-

I
1
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tween husband and wife, the protagonist could soliloquize feelings
toward the spouse.
The empty chair technique uses an empty chair to represent a
person or thing to be used in a session instead of an auxiliary ego.
The double technique is a special auxiliary ego, who sits just
to the side of the protagonist, and serves as another voice of the pro-.

tag~nist.

The double ir.nitates the body posture of the protagonist and j

tries to verbalize the feelings or thoughts of the protagonist.

The

double serves to support the protagonist and introduce new ideas or
points of view for the protagonist to accept or

rej~ct.

Mirror image is a technique used usually with recalcitrant
group members.
out a scene.

An auxiliary ego plays the group member acting

This tee hnique can also be used to "model" behavior by

several group members enacting a situation to show new ways in
which it could be handled by the subject.
Props help the session.

Chairs can become furniture of all

sorts 1 a newspaper becomes a contract, a weapon, etc.

1

and a foam

blo·ck becomes a baby, a present, bat, person, and botacas are often
used to allow the protagonist to hit a chair or per son without inflicting harm.
The auxiliary egos are the most important tool of the director,
and if well trained will have their own methods in a session making
the director's task· easier.
The methods of psychodrama are limited only by the director's
and auxiliary ego's imagination ..

·---------------

......

-·. ----------------- -------------------·

Appendix B
COVER LETTER AND QUESTIONNAIRE

Dear
As a partial fulfillment for a Master of Arts Degree in Educational
Psychology, with emphasis in Counseling and Guidance at California
State University, Northridge, I am writing a thesis on how psycho1
drama can be used in marriage or couples' counseling. The enclosed~
questionnaire is designed to explore how marriage COLtnselors in the
Southern California area are presently using psychodrama and role
·
playing in their practices.
The results, of course, are for general statistical purposes only.
Each questionnaire is confidential and not individually identifiable.
Please answer the following questions as soon as possible so your
responses can be included in the study, and return in the enclosed
addressed and stamped envelope.
-

Your participation is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Melissa J. Witt
MJW:mmh
encl.

i

i

l__________ ,___________________:_____ ~---
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PSYCHODRAMA~< AND ROLE PLAYING~< QUESTIONNAIRE

For the purpose of this questionnaire,

I

i

*Psychodrarna shall be defined as a structured technique, as
created by J. L. Moreno, with three distinct phases; the warm-up,
the action or role playing stage, and the post-action discussion. The 1
session is directed by the therapist and usually deals with a problem
situation from the client's life, which is acted. out with the client as
protagonist and auxiliary egos playing the significant others in the
problem.
1·

*Role Playing is a looser term., and defined for this questionnaire as the acting of a role or roles within therapy sessions without
the formal Moreno psychodrama structure. One or more of the
above mentioned elements are missing such as the warmup, structured direction, post-action discussion, auxiliary egos, etcetera.

1.

In which of the following counseling situations have you used
psychodrama and role playing?
Psychodrama

Role Playing

.Conjoint with couples
Individual marriage
cou_nseling sessions
Formal psychodrama groups
Group therapy
Couples groups
Family groups
Other (fill in}

2.

How often have you used psychodrama and role playing in these
situations?
Psychodrama
Frequently (once a month or
more)

Role Playing

35

2.

(cont.)
Psychodrama

Role Playing

Sometimes (several times a yr}
Seldom {less than above)
Never
Other {fill in)

3. a. Of the following general types of problems, to which have you
applied psychodrama, or role playing techniques?
b. On a scale from 1 to 10, (one being totally ineffective and 10
being very effective}, how effective do you find psychodrama,
and role playing with each of the following problem areas ?
Psychodrama
a.

have
used

b.

effect- a.
iveness

Role Playing
have
used

Marital problems,
client alone
Marital problems,
conjoint
Family problems
Wo'rk problems
!

Childhood (past)
conflicts
Self-conflicts
Dreamwork
Divorce
Death
Suicide

1

Future projections

l_--~~~-~:--~~-----~----------------------------------- ________:________

b.

effectiveness
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3.

(cont. )

-!

Psychodrama
a.

i

have -b. effectused
iveness

Role Playing
a.

have
used

b.

effectiveness

Modeling of behavior
c.

4.

Additional comments:

-------------------------------------

Have you ever referred clients with marital problems, or
couples to formal psychodrama sessions to augment therapy?
yes

--------

. approx.

# of clients

no

--------

- - - - (5-10)

-----5.

(10 or more)

(less than 5}

Of the clients you referred to formal psychodrama sessions,
·in general, would you say that the sessions:
a.
b.
c.
d.

w~re useful in augmenting therapy
made no difference in your therapy---------------was a negative influence for your therapy
--------other (fill in)

--------------------------------------------

5. b. Would you refer clients again?
Yes

No
Maybe
Other (fill in)

6.

If formal weekly psychodrama sessions were available with a
qualified staff of psychodramatists, would you consider referring couples or clients with marital problems to augment
your therapy sessions?
·

i
L_ -----..---·---·------·--·----·--------·
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6.

(cont. }
Yes

No
Maybe
Other {fill in)

-----------------------------------------------

b .. Please check what you think are the benefits or negative aspects
of sue h a referra1.

Would loosen up the client(s)
Would bring new insights
Would allow for an action exploration of problems
Would allow them to relate to others in similar situation
Would have no effect on therapy
Would split the transference
Would be destructive to client(s)
Other (fill in)

7.

------------------------------------------

Please fill in the amount of training you have had in psychodrama
and role playing in the columns below; (approx. # of class hrs. ) !
Psychodrama
Classes
Workshops
Seminars
Readings {approx. # of
books or articles)
Other {fill in)

l_____________ :~----·____-----------

Role Playing
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8.

Did you find this training helpful?
Yes

No
Other {fill in}

------------------~----------------------------

8. b. In what ways was this training helpful (or not helpful}?
The technique is useful to me
I integrate it with other techniques
It sharpened skills I already had
Good just for my ovm knowledge
Was not helpful, never use it
Doesn't fit with my other techniques
Didn't learn enough about it
Other (fill in)

9.

------------------------------------~----------

Which of the following statements best define your attitude
towards receiving further training in psychodrama?

----would like more training
----have interest in using it in therapy
-----would

like to train others in psychodrama

-----would

like to brush up on old skills

would like a theoretical course in it
____would like to attend some workshops

----don't

know anything about it

have never seen it used

----know enough already

39
····- --. --------·-·----·---- --- --------·- -- --- --·---------------------

-------------,

don1 t need it

----not

interested

____don't want to use the

techniq~es

feel psychodrama is counter-productive

----

10 .. Additional comments:

I

-

(use back of paper if needed).

l---------~~ ----------~-----·------

